CASE STUDY
ISOLUTIONS

With ROOMZ, not only are the workplaces at isolutions smart, so are the meeting rooms.

Future-oriented
working world
The IT service provider, isolutions, is specialized in the provision of solutions based on
the Microsoft Office 365 product palette, SharePoint, Dynamics 365 and Azure. Their
solutions are well received: the Microsoft Cloud partner is expanding and therefore
recently moved into new, modern offices in the PostParc business complex in Bern,
which meets all the requirements for a digital working word. The company also has
offices in Zurich and Basel in close proximity to its customers.
INITIAL POSITION
As a trailblazer in the digital world, isolutions promotes cooperation with the latest
collaboration tools. Despite the enthusiasm for digitalization, analogue interchanges
should nevertheless not come up short. Shared rooms for meetings, stand-up meeting
and project work facilitate personal dialogue among customers and co-workers.
B E S T O F B R E E D : O N LY T H E B E S T W I L L D O
”As a pioneer in the designing of smart work environments, it goes without saying
that for the reservation of meeting rooms only a top modern, contemporary solution
was conceivable”, reflected Reto Metzler, IT Head at isolutions. “We sought a display
for room reservations that meets our technical and aesthetic requirements for a
smart work environment. In this context, we came across ROOMZ, a tech startup
from Switzerland, which has launched a sensational product.”

LOCATIONS
Bern, Basel, Zurich
SECTOR
IT Services
HEADCOUNT
120 employees
NUMBER OF ROOMZ DISPLAYS
14 displays
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CABLELESS AND FLAWLESS
ROOMZ, the smart e-paper-based display, with wireless hardware which enables it to

be attached to the glass panes of meeting rooms, convinced the experts at isolutions.
Administration becomes a piece of cake through connection to existing reservation
systems: the preconfigured displays log in to the WLAN and show precisely what
interests employees: whether a room is free or occupied, and for how long. It also
enables spontaneous reservations directly in front of the meeting room. “Staff uses
the self-explanatory displays and appreciate that they need not first look on their
computer screen to reserve a room. We like the design that is reduced to the minimum. The displays are also easy to operate. The setup with NFC is another highlight,”
enthused Reto Metzler.

“ROOMZ from the cloud is highly available, scalable and
release-capable. Setup is much easier than with conventional
solutions; the documentation is very clear. We were surprised
at how quickly and easily it all went!”

Weight:

C H E E R F U L LY I N T H E C LO U D
As an innovative company, isolutions is very cloud-friendly. The company is also
using the cloud option for room reservations with ROOMZ. “We do not have to look
after the infrastructure. New features are available automatically, keeping the solution
constantly up to date. ROOMZ from the cloud is highly available, scalable and releasecapable. Setup is much easier than with conventional solutions; the documentation
is very clear. We were surprised at how quickly and easily it all went!”
ROOM EXPERIENCE AS A SERVICE
The displays join smart working and the
home office option to harmoniously round
off the isolutions desk-sharing model.
Roman Feierabend, Head of Managed Services at isolutions, is so impressed with
ROOMZ, that he also recommends the
e-paper displays to his customers:
“ROOMZ fits perfectly within our “workplace as a service” concept. A complete
room experience as a service can be enjoyed with ROOMZ!” The expert also praises
the readability of the displays in the lightflooded isolutions office: “You can read
the information on the ROOMZ displays
very well from any angle and under any
lighting conditions. Not only does ROOMZ
improve the usage of our rooms, but also
enhances the employee experience.”
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Format
Dim.:	196 x 165 x 7 mm
(7.71 x 6.49 x 0.27 in)

Reto Metzler, Project Manager and IT Head

Relax zone at isolutions

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

400 g (14.11 oz)

Screen
Grösse:
8”
Auflösung: 1024 x 768 Pixel
Communication
Wi-Fi:	2,4 GHz – Open, WEP,
WPA2-Personal (PSK),
WPA2-Enterprise (802.1X)
Security:	HTTPS, TLS 1.2,
Encryption, NFC
Connectivity: NFC, Bluetooth
Battery
Capacity: 7500 mAh
Autonomy:	2 – 4 years
(depending on the usage)
Compatibility

Google
Calendar

